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Scope of the Journal
ISSN: 1756-2554 (Print), ISSN: 1756-2562 (Online)
IJDET provides an authoritative source of reference and
international forum for people who want to find and understand
information about digital enterprise technology. It covers the
areas of enterprise theory, methods, technologies, and
corresponding information and knowledge management
issues. It aims to highlight integrated solutions related to both
manufacturing and service enterprises, particularly in order to
solve the new challenges brought about through digital
technology in these areas. Contributions that deal with both
academic research and industrial practices are included.
Topics covered include:
• Mathematical models, computing methods
• Collaboration, competition, mobility
• Infrastructure, organisational/structural
issues
• Models/simulation/industrial case
verifications
• Standards/specifications, customer
requirements, recycling
• Digitalisation in product
design/manufacturing/measuring
• Product life-cycle services/maintenance,
value chain issues
• Product service systems, decision-making
systems
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• Knowledge management
• Workflow/project/supply chain/quality
management
• CAD/CAE/CAM/PLM, etc, digital hardware,
e-technologies
• Service/manufacturing-oriented digital
enterprises, integration
• Enterprise networks/dynamics/clusters,
extended/virtual organisations
• Globalisation, mobility
• Case studies
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Read about the journal’s aim, scope and readership
View editorial board details
Find out about calls for papers and how to submit
Find out about subscription options, in print, online or as part of a journals collection
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